Imaging setup with the following components (see Fig. 1A for integration of the imaging and ablation optomechanical setup):
• Imaging laser source
One of two commercially available Ti:sapphire laser oscillators are used. The Mira-F900, pumped by a Verdi V-10 (Coherent Inc.) delivers 10-nJ 100-fsec pulses at a repetition rate of 78 MHz. Alternatively, the Tsunami HP, pumped by a 15-W Millennia (Spectra-Physics) delivers 25-nJ 100-fsec pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Each system has a separate pump and oscillators, instead of all-in-one systems, so that the pump beam focus in the Ti:sapphire rod may be realigned to compensate for potential deterioration in laser power over many months of operation.
• Ablation laser source A commercially available Ti:sapphire amplified laser system is used. The Libra is an all-in-one system that includes a Vitesse seed oscillator and a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier pumped with an Evolution Qswitched Nd:YLF laser (Coherent Inc.) . This system delivers 200-µJ 100-fsec pulses at a repetition rate of 5 kHz. A potential alternative ablation source is the RegA 9000 amplifier system (Coherent Inc.) . This system provides a 200-kHz train of pulses with a few microjoules of energy, which is sufficient for plasma-mediated ablation, although it is slightly less energy than we use for our current experimental configurations.
• Two-photon laser scanning microscope A custom-built microscope is used based on a design derived from the original in vivo system, which was constructed by Denk (Svoboda et al. 1997) . The custom design (Tsai and Kleinfeld 2009 ) allows integration of the imaging and ablation beams through a polarizing beam splitter (Fig. 1B) . The microscope is operated by a custom-designed control software suite, MPScope (Nguyen et al. 2006 (Nguyen et al. , 2009 , that incorporates a scripting language for automation of the multiple steps in the all-optical histology sequence (Fig. 1C) .
Imaging is performed using a dipping objective with a high numerical aperture (NA; 0.5-1.0).
• Fast programmable translation stages
The tissue is mounted on a set of fast translation stages, capable of speeds up to 8 mm/sec with micrometer accuracy (XYR-4040, Danaher Motion). The stages are interfaced to the computer system through a set of Galil DMC-4040 controllers (Galil Motion Control Inc.) that raster the tissue across the focus of the objective lens. Centimeter-sized tissue volumes may be ablated, and multiple fields of view may be imaged using twophoton laser-scanning microscopy (TPLSM) (Fig. 1A ).
Perfusion equipment (see Step 4) Piezoelectric device
Razor blade mounted to a precision translation stage
METHOD
We focus on the region of cortex that codes the sensory input from the rodent vibrissae, but the procedures are applicable for all brain areas.
Mapping the Region of Interest
Localize and identify barrels in the mouse somatosensory cortex with maps of the intrinsic optical signal in response to single-vibrissa stimulation (Frostig et al. 1993 ).
1. Stimulate a single vibrissa with a piezoelectric device while the skull is illuminated with 630-nm light from a diode array (Drew and Feldman 2009 ).
2.
Capture the backscattered light on a CCD camera.
The response is defined as the optical signal averaged over the 0.5-1.5-sec epoch after stimulation, whereas baseline is defined as the signal averaged over the 1.0-sec epoch that starts 1.0 sec before the onset of stimulation.
3. Divide the response signal by the baseline signal at each pixel to generate a map of the functional representation of the stimulated whisker. The response is registered relative to the surface vasculature. Perfusing with Fluorescent Gel 4. Perfuse rodent transcardially at 0.3 mL/sec with 50 mL of saline (0.9% NaCl) at 37˚C.
5. Switch perfusion to 50 mL of 4% (w/v) PFA in PBS, followed again by 50 mL of saline.
6. Perfuse the animal with a fluorescent gel solution.
7. Extract the brain and postfix it for 20 h in 4% (w/v) PFA in PBS at 4˚C.
Fixation of the fluorescently labeled tissue keeps the label from leaking after slabs of tissue are prepared (in Step 8).
Blocking and Staining 8. Guided by the results from the intrinsic optical signal to define the region of interest, cut an 1.5-mm-thick coronal slab of tissue from the extracted brain using a razor blade mounted to a precision translation stage.
9. Incubate the slab of tissue for 10-12 h in blocking solution.
This improves the permeability of the tissue.
10. Incubate in 1 µg/mL of DAPI dilactate and the specific antibodies of choice that are directly conjugated to a fluorophore (Tsai et al. 2009b ).
For example, we have stained with anti-NeuN conjugated to Alexa-594 (custom order, Chemicon); the incubation lasted for 4 d at room temperature with the goal of complete staining throughout the thick slabs. Finally slabs were washed in PBS.
Subblocking and Mounting
11. Subblock the thick coronal slab over the region of interest.
In our work this is centered on the vibrissa barrel field.
12.
Mount the block to a coverslip using a thin layer of cyanoacrylate cement.
13.
Once the cement has cured, immerse the entire sample in PBS and transfer it to the all-optical histology rig.
14. Image the sample using a dipping objective having a high NA (i.e., 0.5-1.0) (Fig. 1A) .
Iterative Imaging and Ablation
15. The iterative process of imaging and ablation is laid out as a flowchart in Figure 1C , and technical details pertaining to particular steps are provided in the legend. Examples of cutting parameters that have been used for sample ablation with 1 and 5 kHz trains of 100-fsec pulses are provided in (4) The translation stages are programmed to perform a raster scan across the entire lateral extent of the tissue. Parameters for ablation can be varied to trade off between speed and precision. Higher pulse energies can allow faster translation speed and larger step sizes, but may increase the surface roughness of the tissue, thereby potentially reducing the quality of subsequent images. (5) To maximize spatial overlap, so as to minimize surface roughness, the lines of ablation in successive planes can be interlaced by offsetting the start position in each plane by one-half of the lateral step size between lines. (6) The depth of tissue to be removed per ablation round will depend on the tissue scattering properties and the strength of the fluorescent signal. It is important to ablate less depth than was imaged in the previous imaging round, as a means to verify registration. (7) Hydrolysis bubbles resulting from the ablation process can drift upward and adhere to the front surface of the objective. These bubbles are removed by raising the objective and sweeping a lens-tissue wiper across the objective with an automated servo motor. (8) On occasion, the dipping of a dry objective into immersion solution can result in the trapping of a large air bubble under the objective surface. This can be ameliorated by dipping the objective twice without a wipe step between dips. Table 1 . Note that these parameters represent cutting speeds that are overly conservative by a factor ranging from 2 to 10.
DISCUSSION
We describe the coupling of plasma-mediated ablation, driven by laser pulses of 100 fsec, with twophoton microscopy for the purpose of performing serial histology of neuronal tissue (Tsai et al. 2003) . This combined procedure, together with related labeling and analysis techniques, extends the histological use of two-photon microscopy to image tissue throughout arbitrarily thick samples. The ablation of tissue with femtosecond infrared laser pulses requires large optical fluences, in excess of 1 J/cm 2 (Tsai et al. 2009a) . Such high fluences can be achieved with commercially available 100-MHz laser oscillators with 100-fsec pulse duration and a pulse energy of 10 nJ when the beam is focused with high NA objectives to a 1-µm diameter spot. Such beams have been used for finescale ablation of subcellular structures (Tirlapur and Konig 2002; Yanik et al. 2004) . For large-scale ablation, practical issues suggest the use of microjoule-scale pulse energies. These are obtained by amplifying individual nanojoule seed pulses with an optical amplifier to form pulses with femtosecond duration, but with energies of 1-100 µJ, albeit at repetition rates of only 1-100 kHz. Amplified pulses have been used to ablate a wide variety of tissues, including cornea Oraevsky et al. 1996; Juhasz et al. 1999; Lubatschowski et al. 2000; Maatz et al. 2000) , dental tissue Neev et al. 1996) , skin (Frederickson et al. 1993) , and brain (Loesel et al. , 1998 Suhm et al. 1996; Goetz et al. 1999; Tsai et al. 2003) . The focus in our laboratory is on data acquisition from brain tissue that has been structurally labeled. Examples in this article are taken from results in our laboratory.
Laser Alignment
One technical issue concerns the centering and alignment of the imaging and ablation beams. The collimation and alignment of the ablation beam is adjusted by telescopes and routing mirrors located within the amplified beam path. The microscope objective is temporarily replaced by a 45˚mirror that deflects both imaging and ablation beams to a target at least 30 cm away. We align the ablation beam to the imaging beam at both the distant target and the back focal plane of the objective. This ensures colocalization of the foci of the two beams at the center of the imaging field. Alignment can be verified by ablating and imaging the top of a glass slide immersed in a fluorescent dye.
Example Applications
We have used all-optical histology to visualize the three-dimensional structure of the cortical vasculature in mice and the location and identity of surrounding cells. Figure 2A shows the raw overlay of four iterations of imaging and ablation on cortical tissue from a transgenic mouse expressing cyan fluorescent protein in endothelial cells. The technique has been extended to tissue volumes in excess of a cubic millimeter, as shown in Figure 2B for a C57Bl6 mouse with gel-perfused vasculature. Here, each individual imaging field was 256 × 256 µm wide, extended 120 µm into the tissue, and overlapped with neighboring fields by 56 µm laterally and 80 µm axially. A 5 × 5 × 25 array of imaging fields was merged to reproduce the full tissue volume. Additionally, we simultaneously localized all of the cell nuclei using DAPI and identified neurons and non-neuronal cells using an Alexa-conjugated antibody to the neuronal specific antigen NeuN (Fig. 2C) .
To show the ability to visualize fine neuronal processes, we have applied all-optical histology to layer 5 pyramidal neurons from mouse neocortex obtained from the transgenic mouse strain B6.CgTgN(thy1-YFPH)2Jrs (Feng et al. 2000) , available from The Jackson Laboratory. The result of 24 iterations of imaging and ablation along the radial axis of neocortex is shown in Figure 2D . The imaging in each iteration progressed in the dorsal to ventral direction (left to right in the figure) , over a single 200 × 200 µm field of view through at least 100 µm of tissue depth. The ablation also progressed from the dorsal to ventral direction, removing an average of 60 µm per iteration. Each image stack was then projected along the coronal direction and overlaid to produce the composite image. Twenty-four successive cutting and imaging cycles are shown. The laser was focused onto the cut face with a 20× magnification 0.5 NA dipping objective, and a raster pattern was performed at 4 mm/sec to optically ablate successive planes at a depth of 10 µm each with total thicknesses between 40 and 70 µm per cut. The energy per pulse was maintained at 8 µJ. Each stack of images represents a maximal side projection of all accumulated optical sections obtained using TPLSM at λ = 920 nm. Anatomical layers are labeled above the figure, including the cortical layers (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) and the white matter (WM).
